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WINDOW 
TREATMENTS FOR 
YOUR LIFESTYLE 

PROVIDE A SOLUTION
Address common issues: privacy, security, UV protection, and comfort.

MAKE A STATEMENT
Complement your decor, create a focal point, inspire conversation.

FIND SERENITY
With the right blend of natural light; lift your spirits, increase your 
comfort, or improve your sleep with total darkness.

SET THE SCENE
Create atmosphere, enhance the mood.

HELPFUL SCHEDULING
Automate to operate with your smartphone from anywhere in the world 
or voice control at home with Alexa or Google Home. Pre-schedule 
opening and closing of shades or let the sun dictate through sensors.

ENERGY SAVINGS
With the selection of the right fabric, heat loss and gain can be 
controlled, reducing heating and cooling costs.



Roller Shade with Custom Graphic Trim
Material ELT 303  Colour Thyme
Custom Graphic Tile Wallpaper
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ECO/SUSTAINABLE 
SHADES
TRANSFORM AND PERFORM

Our sustainable fabrics have the environment in mind as they are  
made from sustainable and energy-efficient fabrics. Our sustainable 
collection contains no PVC and many of these fabrics are made of 
Trevira CS, an inherently fire-retardant fabric. They are performance 
fabrics with all the qualities of a sunscreen and the look of an elegant 
fabric – the perfect fusion between functionality and aesthetics. 
Some of these fabrics are available with a metalized backing for extra 
efficiency. Eco/sustainable fabrics are the primary choice of designers 
and architects for their sustainability, functionality, and beauty.

Automated Roller Shades in a Custom above-Ceiling Pocket, 
Controlled by a Smart Home System
Material SG ELT 303 3%  Colour Salt
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Automated Roller Shades, Open Roll
Material SG DX 203 3%  Colour Dark Grey
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SOLAR SHADES
DRAMATIC AND FUNCTIONAL

Sunscreen fabrics are performance or technical fabrics which give ultimate control over natural light. 
Our broad range of sunscreens make them appropriate for any application. Whether your goal is 
reducing solar heat gain, protecting interiors against damaging UV rays, or improving the comfort of 
any interior space through glare control or temperature control – sunscreens are the solution.

Sunscreens allow various degrees of outward visibility through different weaves and opennesses. 
Sunscreens are available in 1%, 3%, and 5% openness meaning that they block 99%, 97%, and 95% 
respectively of the sun’s rays from entering the interior, while allowing outward views.

Different colours of sunscreens, even at the same openness, provide varying levels of visibility with 
darker colours giving a sharper view than lighter colours. The compromise is that darker colours  
absorb more heat from the sun, while lighter colours reflect more of the sun’s rays. One sunscreen 
series, DX, offers the best of both worlds: a variety of colours, but the outward facing side is white! 
This makes DX an ideal choice for condos that require the outward facing part of window treatments 
to be white.

SG CS SERIES 
available in 1%, 3%, 5%, & 3% reflective

SG DX SERIES 
available in 1% & 3%

See our complete fabric collection at mysunglow.com/fabrics 8



Automated Roller Shades with Decora Cassettes
Material SG CS 103 3% with Reflective Backing  Colour White
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SG CS REFLECT 103 3% SG MATRIX 2% & 5%

SG APEX REFLECT 
2-3% & 4-5% SG SUMMIT REFLECT 1%

SOLAR CONTROL  
IN ANY COLOUR 
Dark fabrics absorb and radiate heat while 
lighter reflect heat. Reflective-backed 
fabrics drastically improve the solar control 
performance of any sunscreen regardless of 
your colour selection.

SAVINGS BY THE 
SQUARE METER
Reflective fabrics provide incredible energy 
savings year after year. Each square meter of 
reflective fabric can save over $100 in yearly 
cooling costs versus glazing alone.

TAKE YOUR PICK
There are four series of Sun Glow exclusive 
reflective fabrics to choose from: CS Reflect, 
Apex Reflect, Summit Reflect, and Matrix. 

ENERGY 
SHADES

See our complete fabric collection at mysunglow.com/fabrics
See our video on how reflective fabrics provide superior heat and glare control: youtu.be/-zI9vS2Yhpo
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Neo Chainless System, Open Roll Roller Shades
Material Lavish  Colour Frosting

The Neo Chainless System is a Sun Glow innovation that 
allows shades to be pulled down by the bottom bar or 
shade pull, and smoothly retracted with a light tug.

DESIGNER SHADES
MAKE A STATEMENT

Extensive collection of translucent, transparent, and privacy fabrics to 
complement any décor.
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Automated Roller Shades with 3" Fascia
Material Vinyl  Colour Matte White 

BLACKOUT SHADES
REST AND DARKENING

Our extensive selection of blackout or opaque fabrics block out the sun to provide room darkening. 
Blackout shades are appropriate in bedrooms to support better sleep, in media or theatre rooms, 
or anywhere else where room darkness is important. 

Add side and bottom channels to further block out sunlight and ensure complete room darkening.
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Automated Roller Shades with Vision V-102, Side Channels, and Bottom Channel
Material EZ900  Colour Diamond 
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TRANSPARENT
Available in linen, textured, or paper with 
sequins – all which allow full outward 
visibility and a softened glow of natural light. 
Ideal for northern exposure windows and 
complementing drapery.

TRANSLUCENT
From a subtle sheen to pronounced textures, 
translucent fabrics provide privacy and warmth 
with diffused sunlight. In the evening with the 
lights on, only silhouettes can be seen from 
the outside.

PRIVACY
There will be a slight amount of light visible, 
but no outward or inward visibility. Privacy 
shades are perfect for a bedroom, bathroom, 
or where your windows face the street or the 
neighbours.

DESIGNER FABRICS
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See our complete fabric collection at mysunglow.com/fabrics

Privacy, views, heat,  
and glare – virtually every 
functional aspect of a 
window shade is greatly 
impacted by openness 
and colour selection. 
Work closely with shading 
experts to select fabrics 
for each room in order to 
get the most out of your 
Sun Glow treatments.

CONSIDER COLOUR AND OPENNESS

opaque privacy 1%, 3% , 5% translucent transparent
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What’s Your Style?
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ROLLER SHADE ACCESSORIES

BRAIDS & PULLS
Our exclusive collection of designer shade accessories lets you add 
unique flair and personality to any Sun Glow shade. Mix and match 
braids and pulls to express your personal style, or get that coordinated 
look with one of Sun Glow's matching accessory pairings.

Our braids are produced from a variety of materials such as rich leather, 
delicate suede, pure cotton, and natural wool. The pulls are crafted 
from molten glass; beeswax-polished, reclaimed wood; and other 
quality materials.

Neo Chainless System Roller Shades
Material Wool  Colour Linen
Braid Charleston  Colour Pearl
Pull Charleston  Colour Pearl
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ROLLER SHADE ACCESSORIES

GLAMOUR
Looking for something more distinguished and 
luxurious? Our Glamour collection featuring crystal 
Swarovski Elements is like jewellery for your windows. 
The crystals in the Sun Glow Glamour collection come 
in one or more of three timeless hues: Crystal, Jet, and 
Golden Shadow.

Neo Chainless System, Open Roll Roller Shades
with Golden Shadow Crystal Fabric Braid 
and Golden Shadow Crystal Briolette Pull
Material Cottonwood  Colour Fair
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You’re Worth It

A. Polygon Drop Clear  B. Crystal Briolette Clear  C. Polygon Drop Golden Shadow 

D. Crystal De Art Golden Shadow  E. Crystal Pear Golden Shadow  F. Crystal Pear Clear 

G. Crystal Baroque Golden Shadow  H. Polygon Drop Jet  I. Crystal Briolette Golden Shadow

J. Crystal De Art Clear

K. Shimmer Crystal Fabric Clear  L. Shimmer Crystal Fabric Jet 

M. Shimmer Crystal Fabric Golden Shadow  N. Crystal Chain Clear

For more shade accessory options, see our Accessory Display Board, Glamour Jewellery Box, or go to mysunglow.com
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INTERLUDE
CASCADING VIEWS AND PRIVACY

The Interlude system combines transparent fabric with opaque or 
translucent vanes for total control over privacy and light. You can easily 
position the vanes to determine the perfect light and atmosphere for 
any room.

Interlude Shades in Closed Position with Decora Cassettes
Material York  Colour Derby
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UP, OPEN, OR CLOSED

The Interlude system has two layers of fabric and rolls up and down similarly to your typical roller 
shade, however it can also roll up completely into the Decora cassette when an unobstructed outside 
view is desired. You can align the opaque or translucent vanes to either prevent or allow light through 
the shades. Vanes are available in 2", 3", and 5" heights.

THE FINEST INTERLUDE FABRICS

See our complete fabric collection at mysunglow.com/fabrics

Interlude Shades in Open Position with Decora Cassette
Material Republic  Colour Pompeii
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THE FINEST ILLUSIONS FABRICS

See our complete fabric collection at mysunglow.com/fabrics

Illusion Shade with Decora Cassette
Material Elegance  Colour White
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ILLUSIONS
FLEXIBLE ATMOSPHERE 

The Illusions system combines transparent fabric with opaque or 
translucent vanes for total control over privacy and light. These vanes 
tilt open and closed, or even roll up completely into the Decora 
cassette, allowing you to determine the perfect light and atmosphere 
for any room.

Illusion Shade with Decora Cassette
Material Elegance  Colour White



PANEL TRACK
DRAMATIC AND FUNCTIONAL

Sun Glow's Panel Track system offers a contemporary design and is 
ideal for large windows, patio doors, or room dividers. The panels can 
be made in varying widths and configured to open from the left, right, 
or centre splits.

Wand Operated Panel Track
Mixed Materials
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ROMAN SHADES
CLASSICAL REFINEMENT

Roman Shades add a luxurious and sophisticated feel to a room. Sheer 
and simple while lowered, but as the shade is raised, pillowy volumes of 
soft fabrics cascade and stack for an elegant effect.

Automated Roman Shade
Material Boardwalk  Colour Ice Cream
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ATLAS
BOTTOM UP SHADES

By simply inverting the roller shade, Atlas finds new harmony and 
balance between daylight and personal privacy. Covering windows 

from the bottom up obscures sight lines, and the top opening 
permits the warmth and radiance of natural light.

Atlas Automated Roller Shades with Vision Cassette
Material Satin Privacy  Colour Ice27



SILENT NEO
A SUN GLOW INNOVATION

Pull shades down by the bottom bar or shade pull. Now silent and 
in an improved design. Completely chainless, easy to operate, and 

safe for spaces with small children.

e
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GEMINI
DUAL SHADES

Designed to combine two fabrics in one system, each shade is operated 
independently for precise control of light and privacy. Both shades are 
concealed by an elegant aluminum fascia.

Consider our fabric options with a series of the same fabrics in both 
translucent and opaque opennesses for complete coordination. 

Automated Gemini Dual Roller Shades
Front Shade Material Linen  Colour Zanzibar
Back Shade Material Lavish  Colour Frosting
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SKYLIGHTS
INCLINED AND ANGLED

Tension and channel guides keep Sun Glow roller shades taut and 
looking sharp, even on angled windows such as skylights. The Somfy 
Sonesse 30 motor operates sky light shades for effortless convenience.
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ARIA SYSTEM
SIMPLE, SMOOTH, AND SILENT

The all new Roller Shade chainless system made simply and for small 
shades. Includes a new speed reducer to provide a slow rise, an easily 
adjustable upper limit, and a beautiful new curved valance.
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EXOSCREEN
ENJOY OUTDOOR LIVING

ExoScreen improves your outdoor living environment by solving 
common exterior concerns. Reduce exposure to harmful UV ways, 
enclose your outdoor living area to protect from insects, protect against 
heavy winds, and more. 
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AUTOMATION
SMART, POWERFUL, AND CONVENIENT

Sun Glow has your windows covered when it comes to home automation. 
Recharge your shades quickly and easily with a plug-in charger or solar 
panel, or hardwire into your power grid depending on the sophistication 
of your application. 

Whether Somfy or Sun Glow rechargeable motors are selected, all can 
be controlled using a remote, your smartphone or tablet, home 
automation systems, voice control, sun sensors, or timers. 

Somfy myLink is 
compatible with 
Amazon Alexa

The SG Connector 
is compatible with 
Amazon Alexa
and Google Home

SG Rechargeable Motors
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Automated Roller Shades with 3" Fascia
Material SG EPT 301 1%  Colour Arctic
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EXPRESSIONS
HIGH RESOLUTION WALLPAPER

Choose a design, request a pattern match, provide 
your own artwork, or work with our design team to 
create something truly original. Sun Glow’s Expressions 
Wallpaper is fully customized to your taste and adds 
extra ambiance to your space.

With no minimum order quantities and panels that 
can be printed up to 53" wide, the only limit is your 
imagination.

Custom Barnwood Wallpaper
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GRAPHIC SHADES
DÉCOR AND CREATIVITY

Sun Glow uses cutting-edge printing technology for the highest quality 
digital imaging. Our graphic shades are crisp, colourful, and consistently 
impressive.

Gemini Dual Shades with Custom Graphic Shade
Graphic Shade Material SG CS 103 3%  Colour White
Back Shade Material SG EZ 900  Colour Diamond
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GRAPHIC SHADES 
& EXPRESSIONS
THE ULTIMATE IN PERSONALIZATION

Roller Shade with Custom Graphic
Material Vinyl  Colour White
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Custom Photo Wallpaper



PROUDLY CANADIAN 
SINCE 1983 
SUN GLOW WINDOW COVERING  
PRODUCTS OF CANADA LTD. 
Specializing in the development, production, installation, servicing and distribution of custom 
window treatments; we are a Canadian manufacturer committed to superior workmanship and 
technical expertise. We source and distribute quality components and materials from leading 
global suppliers.

Sun Glow’s success is based on extraordinary personalized service provided by our experienced, 
dedicated staff. We partner with our dealer network and consult directly with architectural 
and construction professionals to create aesthetically-pleasing and functional solutions for all 
window treatment applications.

At Sun Glow, we are passionate about sourcing and developing products that have 
environmentally responsible properties and are of exceptional quality and innovation. 
We operate on the cutting edge with the latest manufacturing and product automation 
technologies with a strong desire to increase value to our clients.
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